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B’NAI B’RITH YOUTH ORGANIZATION    IN-PLACE RENOVATION

EXECUTION
B’nai B’rith Youth Organization (BBYO) is headquartered at 2020 K 
Street NW, a Class “A” trophy building located in Washington DC’s 
Central Business District submarket. BBYO hired OTJ to update and 
design its new interior layout. POUNDS was hired through a competi-
tive bid process to serve as BBYO’s general contractor.

The scope called for POUNDS to demolish some existing walls and 
cut some partitions in half, in order to build new, custom work sta-
tions throughout the main corridor of the space. The custom work 
stations included specially designed desktop surfaces that had to 
be made by a millworker and installed just right on the new built 
walls. To add some sense of privacy to the workstations, custom, 
frosted-glass panels were installed at the top where the dry-wall 
partitions ended. The work stations also were wired for IT hook-ups 
and electrical outlets. Other work included painting the stations  
to match the color scheme throughout the office and patching the 
carpet to match the existing carpet. 

The POUNDS team was also charged with painting other areas out 
of the space and disassemabling systems furniture in an office to 
create a meeting room. The scope also called for POUNDS to install 
new hardware on the conference room doors and to use a special 
“white board” paint on one of the walls turning the wall into 
white board. 

The majority of the work was performed after hours and on week- 
ends since BBYO remained in the space. Some light electrical work 
and painting was done during normal daytime work hours without 
disrupting BBYO. The building was also occupied by other tenants, 
including 1 other tenants on the 7th floor. Since the building is  
located in downtown Washington, DC, we were not allowed to 
have a dumpster on site, so our project team had to coordinate 
trash hauls. At no time during construction, did POUNDS receive 
any negative comments, feedback or violations from the other 
tenants or the building’s management for noise violations or not 
adhering to any of the building’s policies.

BBYO has occupied its current space for 6 years,  
but it was ready for a change in the layout of  
its space to better suit its business model and  
increase productivity. 
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